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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The cosmos is one. Mankind’s attempts to explain all existence 

must strive to account for this fact. The algorithms of complex 

systems research have enabled us to unify descriptions of the world 

that were distinct under traditional, reductionist explorations. It is the 

beauty of complexity (non-linearity, far-from-equilibrium states) that 

it brings together various areas of research. Scientific fields that in 

the past were treated as separate entities under specialized study 

have been found to be governed by the same laws of non-linear 

systems. Driven by this recognition, new analytical methods have 

been developed, which have allowed the evolution of unifying – albeit 

to the traditional mind counterintuitive – scientific models. 

- The modeling of complex phenomena in conceptual space, 

on fitness landscapes, or through harmonics are principally 

interconvertible (although the practicality of this interconversion 

may be a demanding task). Their distinct techniques 

converge on the description of the same subject. 

- Further, fractal dimension in conceptual space, (thermodynamic 

or information) entropy, and information flow (or the 

evolution of information in non-continuous systems) are 

various measures of the same phenomenon. They all 

replace the dichotomy between chance and necessity and 

are quantitative readouts for the extent of complexity by an 

occurrence. 
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- Complexity, regardless of its source or the context in which 

it arises, can be analyzed with the tools of differential 

calculus or integration methods, matrices, probabilistic 

approaches (such as information theory, Monte Carlo 

methods, statistics, ensemble descriptions), geometry in 

abstract space (topology or fractal constructions), or with 

various visualization techniques (time series, bifurcation 

diagrams, maps, reduction of dimensions). By inference, 

there is an extent of equivalency among these distinct 

scientific approaches. 

 

Complex systems research has revolutionized virtually all areas 

of inquiry over the past half century. However, this achievement 

comes at a price. Firstly, the absolute categories of the physical and 

animate world, painfully dissected over centuries of study by the 

scholars of reductionism, lose their apodictically assigned characters. 

Fixed mass, 3 space axes, and parameter time all must compromise 

their separate identities. These entities are now understood to 

influence each other. Secondly, we are forced to abandon the 

diametrical opposites we have learned to take for granted 

(determined versus stochastic manifestations, mass versus empty 

space, wave versus particle, mechanics versus thermodynamics), 

and which have enabled a breakdown of the experience into sub-

domains that our minds can separately model through the tool of 

quasi-linearization. Thirdly, traditional classifications – long accepted 

by teachers and students to be the “concrete” representations of the 

world – must now give way to seemingly “abstract” descriptions, such 
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as conceptual space and a characterization of an internal time that 

acts as an operator. 

 

Since the Enlightenment, science has sought objective truth. 

Facts, it was believed, are universally valid (truth was 

incontrovertible, not probabilistic). The dogma of investigator-

independence was readily established under the predominance of 

reductionist research. In the late 19th century, the goal to axiomatize 

knowledge, initiated by David Hilbert and Gottlob Frege, further 

pursued by Bertrand Russel and the Vienna Circle, was the 

aspirational crown jewel of objective and universally valid scientific 

insight. However, it found its limitations in Kurt Gödel’s proof, which 

demonstrated that the axiomatic method is either inconsistent or 

incomplete. The more the sciences of complex systems have 

progressed, the more the investigator has been tied in with the world 

she/he examines. 

- Today, we know that the mere process of measurement 

exerts a skewing influence on the system under study. 

Quantum mechanics has taught us that no measurement 

ever leaves the system to be measured undisturbed. The 

precise description of the future of a particle depends on the 

exact determination of its present position and velocity. Yet, 

the position of a particle cannot be measured more precisely 

than the wavelength of the light used for this measurement. 

The shorter the wavelength of the light, the higher its energy, 

the more it will perturb the velocity of the particle under 

scrutiny. Consequently, the accuracy of measurement has 

not only practical limits in the devices we use to probe the 
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world, but it inevitably reaches the principal limit defined in 

Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. 

- Anthropomorphic classifications of particles as distinct from 

waves are unsustainable, the complementarity principle 

stipulates that neither wave nor particle properties of 

phenomena on atomic dimensions suffice to give 

comprehensive descriptions. Each characterization remains 

incomplete. 

- Investigations into the thermodynamic aspects of complex 

systems have added a new kind of uncertainty principle, 

which stipulates that the higher the certainty is about the 

thermodynamic properties, the more compromised is the 

dynamical description of the system. 

- Information theory is central to complexity research. 

Shannon defined information as the removal of uncertainty. 

Uncertainty is tied to human perception. The recognition that 

all information has a limited lifespan not only connects the 

investigator to the investigation, it also establishes by law of 

nature limitations to attainable knowledge. 

We are part of the world we research. The step up from reductionism 

is also a step into the complexity of existence. 

 

This book – outwardly paradoxically – seeks to accomplish both, 

a rigorous analytical presentation that comprehensively categorizes 

and orders the elements of complexity, while at the same time 

pointing out the holistic aspect of unifying various descriptions of the 

world. The first goal is mandatory in didactics. Reductionism and 

systematization are essential for teaching any subject. To visually 
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support the structuring, paragraphs on the same topic are separated 

by a simple return and indent, while changing topics or paragraphs 

between subsections are additionally separated by an empty line. 

The second goal of unifying the elements into one description of the 

world is arguably more exciting. Many books have been written on 

the topics of non-linear systems, complexity and chaos. Some of the 

bestsellers date about forty years back. It is the passionate focus on 

the achieved conceptual and technical unification that makes this 

book different. While the necessary abstractions initially require effort 

to grasp, the fruits of the labor are rewarding through the deeper and 

more unified insights gained. The potential of complexity research to 

bring together previously unrelated fields of investigation was indeed 

the main impetus for writing this treatise. 

 

The book begins with an introductory chapter that describes the 

comparatively short history and explains the late discovery of 

complex systems research. It then outlines the common 

characteristics of complexity, comprising the hallmarks (non-periodic 

flow, sensitive dependence on starting conditions, emergence of 

properties from non-equilibrium, and generation of new information 

to replace all old information) as well as additional features 

(bifurcations, strange attractors, the edge of chaos, and unique 

responses to external influences on equilibrium versus non-

equilibrium conditions). Then, the sources of complexity are 

discussed in disturbance of periodicity, destabilizing feedback (often 

involving autocatalytic steps), energy transfer from micro-scales to 

macro-scales, and fractal geometry. The subsequent section – the 

centerpiece of this book – covers common features of complex 
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occurrences, starting with evolving descriptions of time (as a 

parameter, a coordinate, and then an operator), ensued by models 

for complex phenomena (in conceptual space, on adaptive 

landscapes, and in harmonics). These elements are brought together 

in equivalent quantitative readouts for complexity (dimensionality in 

conceptual space, information evolution, and entropy). For the 

analytics of complexity, algorithmic and visual means of investigating 

complexity are presented. The algorithms comprise 

differentiation/integration, matrix calculations, probabilistic approaches 

(information, Monte Carlo, statistics, ensemble descriptions), and 

geometry in abstract space (topology, fractal constructions). 

Visualizations entail time series, bifurcation diagrams, maps, and 

reduction of dimensions (data projection, manifold learning). This 

study concludes with a section on applications of complex systems 

research, focusing on non-linear phenomena in the world (motion 

and progression, nature, networks, and economy), then on 

complexity in the human mind (self-reflexive brain, epistemology, 

ethics, music). It finally summarizes the developed paradigms and 

shares thoughts on the features of a unified open-ended cosmos. 

 

The mission of this book is the explication of the scientific 

unification achieved through complexity research. To reach this goal, 

the narratives at the beginning of each section have the purpose of 

providing pertinent overarching explanations. They are followed by 

technical descriptions of the specific topics. Mathematical formulas 

are provided, because they are at the heart of complexity analysis. 
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Notably, even in the language of mathematics, the use of symbols 

is not always consistent, as is exemplified in  versus 𝑥 or in varying 

practices regarding the use of bold font to represent vectors and/or 

matrices. In extensively studied systems, such as the logistic map, 

various letters have been applied to indicate the contributing 

parameters. Although it was tempting to strive for a unification of 

formalisms, the risk of introducing errors when rewriting formulas 

was too high. Therefore, they have been faithfully copied from their 

sources – at the expense of having to compromise on consistency. 

To serve the demands of scientific rigor, it is often necessary in the 

individual accounts to drill down to specific applications or theorems. 

For clarity, the validity criteria for the equations of interest cannot 

always be spelled out in minute detail. In particular, while an effort 

has been made to include the mathematics and explain the formulas 

and equations offered, there is no room for comprehensive 

derivations. Hopefully, the reader will forgive the lack of detailed 

expansion on each of those occasions and will feel compelled to 

consult the original sources whenever more specifics are required. 

The formal and narrative elements, which together constitute this 

book, serve to document how methodologic or conceptual cross-

fertilization has been accomplished. An effort has been made to offer 

enough verbal information that the context is understandable for 

those, who choose to skip over the formalisms. Key terms to the 

focus of the paragraphs are italicized. The scope of the present 

treatise, which strives to give a comprehensive overview of 

complexity and highlight the elements of amalgamation, limits the 

exhaustiveness, to which any individual subject can be discussed. It 
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is the author’s aspiration that certain aspects regarding the 

unification of the sciences will resonate with the readers and prompt 

their own deeper investigations within their areas of expertise. 

Hopefully, the abstraction of descriptions that is inevitably associated 

with non-linear systems research will not be perceived as a 

hindrance, but as an opening to exciting domains for further 

intellectual exploration. 

 

Traditionally, it has been widely exercised practice among 

authors of philosophy books to demonstrate the suitability of their 

developed thought systems by applying them to the broadest 

spectrum of world problems. In this book, Section V. Applications 

may evoke the impression of lapsing into the same rut. This is not 

the case, as the aim of that section is methodological. Distinct from 

the models of system builders, the philosophical framework of 

complexity does not provide a closed, self-sufficient conceptual 

edifice. At the cost of abstraction and open-endedness (elaborated 

on in Chapter 13. A Unified Open-Ended Cosmos), it offers an 

amalgamation of various research fields and an elimination of 

categorized subsystems. As such, the philosophy of non-linearity 

provides a methodologic beacon much more than apodictic solutions 

to world problems. The valuation of these features is up to the 

respected reader. To the author of this book, the conceptual 

unification, which does not meddle with outcome prediction, is 

philosophically most satisfying. May the unification of all sciences 

progress! 

 



I. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 

 

 

Complicated occurrences are very common. By contrast, the 

basic shapes of Euclidean geometry or the linear motions of 

Newton’s mechanics are rare in the world. Nature does not produce 

straight lines. 

 

If complexity is so central to our comprehension of the world, why 

were its underlying laws of nature not discovered earlier? Pertinent 

observations had been made throughout the history of science, but 

they were not tractable within the available frameworks or 

technologies until the second half of the 20th century. Non-linearity is 

not amenable to so-called closed-form solutions (analytical answers 

or condensations of formulas into simpler forms). The numerous 

iterations required for modeling the results of the underlying 

equations are impractical without the aid of computers, a technical 

advance that was necessitated. This section also explains the 

conceptual progress, to a large extent based on information theory 

and the recognition of limits to attainable knowledge (specifically 

Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle), which jointly have enabled that 

research. 

 

It can be argued that mankind may have been its own hindrance 

against the recognition and understanding of complexity. 
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- The nature of the human mind possibly has gotten in the way 

of complexity research for centuries. Evolution has equipped 

us with the perception of a space that is composed of width, 

depth, and height. We experience time as progressing 

steadily, akin to an arrow. While the senses and their 

associated perceptions aided the survival of the species, 

they were not designed by nature for advanced 

epistemology. 

- In overcoming the dark middle ages, scholars of the 

Enlightenment realized that depth in insight is most readily 

accomplished when the breadth is narrowed to very specific 

questions. They devised reductionism, which studied 

phenomena under the systematic modulation of a single 

variable. Rigor was gained and specialization commenced. 

For centuries, this method was remarkably successful. By its 

very nature, it shut out complexity research. 

However, the above limitations inevitably had to grow into barriers, 

and sooner or later the time needed to ascend when the pieces of 

the puzzle demanded to be put together. For this to be accomplished, 

new concepts, new techniques of investigation, and new technologies 

were required. They have finally found their implementation in the 

study of complex systems. 



1. A SCIENCE DISCOVERED LATE 
 

 

1.1. Linear Perception and Linearization 

Viewing the world around us, we should take complexity for 

granted. The basic geometric shapes, such as straight lines, circles, 

cubes etc., are rare. Structures or events do not typically follow linear 

paths. “Clouds are not spheres, mountains are not cones, coastlines 

are not circles, and bark is not smooth, nor does lightning travel in a 

straight line” [Mandelbrot 1983].  

By contrast, the human brain has evolved to work best with linear 

systems and with categorizations of the world into sub-entities. Our 

description of nature carefully separates space from time from 

inanimate mass from living creatures. We view events as occurring 

in expansions of 3 linear axes, height, width, and depth. A universal 

time seemingly proceeds in steady increments as an arrow. 

 

Historically, a reductionist approach was developed in the 

Enlightenment1 to rigorously analyze scientific questions with the 

available tools. While this research method has been tremendously 

productive in addressing a wide scope of problems, key 

accomplishments within its framework (such as Newton’s mechanics 

 
1 A convincing argument can be made that the seeds for reductionism were 
sown by ancient Greek philosophers, such as Dēmókritos, who held that 
everything is composed of atoms that are indestructible and physically 
indivisible; between the atoms, there lies empty space. 
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in physics [Newton 1687]) have generated progress of scientific 

insight at the expense of idealizing the objects and processes under 

study. 

- Provisions of essentially linear models make problems 

readily tractable. To such quasi-linear representations, 

closed-form solutions are available – thus allowing precise 

answers. These descriptions are powerful in simple settings, 

where measurements are done under the controlled change 

of only one variable (‘ceteris paribus’ all others stay the 

same). The effects resulting from the systematic modulation 

of the control variable are measured and conclusions are 

drawn. Yet, the reductionist linearized scope is very limited 

because it deliberately disregards complexity, even though 

a non-linear progression of events or a complex morphology 

of structures are much more common in nature and in 

society than linear ones. 

- The universe is one coherent entity. Nevertheless, the 

traditional description of nature has typically categorized 

observations and created opposites that are purportedly 

mutually independent, thus generating partitioned fields of 

the world that have been treated as detached from one 

another. Such categorizations had the benefit of reducing 

complexity. Within categories, linear approximations are 

often feasible. The construct of a dichotomy between 

necessary events and chance events enabled us – 

especially in the eras preceding computers and complexity 

research – to make meaningful observations about parts of 

the world by breaking it down into subdomains that obey 
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either strict causal or broad stochastic laws. However, this 

approach has given rise to centuries of discussions about 

world views that span the entire spectrum from deterministic 

fatalism to indeterministic nihilism2. 

 
2 Ancient Greek philosophers regarded the world as a battleground between 
the forces of order (producing cosmos) and the forces of disorder (producing 
chaos). Centuries later, the most prevalent way of dealing with this conflict 
is the perception that some events in the world are subject to cause-effect 
relationships, while others are stochastic (random) in nature. This dualism 
inevitably creates two worlds, which are mutually unconnected. If there were 
an inevitable connection between chance and necessity, neither of these 
components would retain its character. The conflict is illustrated by the 
aphorism that god cannot be omniscient and omnipotent, because his 
omniscience would embrace knowledge of the future, effectively curtailing 
his omnipotence for changing that future, whereas omnipotence would allow 
him to change his mind about the future at any given point, which would 
establish that his previous knowledge regarding the future was incomplete. 
Unlike the deterministic idea of cause-effect chains, the concept of chance 
has been difficult to tackle. The first mathematical writings about chance 
were inspired by gamblers. The oldest evidence of such a mathematical 
study, liber de ludo aleae, was written by Gerolamo Cardano around 1564, 
but was not published until almost 100 years later. Cardano had been multi-
talented and a prolific author. He had also been a superstitious gambler. His 
counts of 2-dice and 3-dice sequences allowed him to accurately calculate 
probabilities. He recognized that unlikely events are almost certain to happen 
if the number of trials is sufficiently large. It seems that a lottery craze 
overtook the populace beginning in the 16th century, and lotteries continued 
to flourish during the 2 ensuing centuries. Between 1613 and 1623, Gallileo 
took up the analysis of 3-dice sequences in a short essay entitled thoughts 
about dice games. It was written for gambling noblemen in Florence. 
A hybrid of chance and necessity is the law of large numbers, an early 
attempt at unification. This term refers to a lawful behavior of populations, 
the individual entities of which behave in unpredictable manners. Probability 
was discussed in a correspondence between Blaise Pascal and Pierre 
Fermat in 1654. In 1713, the Swiss mathematician Jacob Bernoulli (ars 
conjectandi) and shortly thereafter Abraham de Moivre (The Doctrine of 
Chances) recognized that a large number of unpredictable events could lead 
to predictable patterns. They wrote basic treatises on strings of chance 
events with only 2 outcomes. Each outcome in a finite sample space is called 
an elementary event and is assigned a number in the range from 0 to 1. This 
number, the event’s probability, designates the likelihood that the event 
takes place; 0 equals impossibility and 1 indicates certainty. The assertions 
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While still building on the simplistic paradigms developed from 

reductionism, we are slowly adapting to the recognition that linear 

models have a confined reach. The achievements of 20th century 

research include reunifications of multiple entities that had been 

parsed by reductionism [Weber 2013]. The price for these syntheses 

has been to accept the existence of principal confines to our 

knowledge. Among these limitations are the losses of fixed mass, 

absolute space and absolute time [Einstein 1916; Prigogine 1975]. 

Likewise, the dichotomy of chance versus determinism breaks down, 

and degrees thereof become measurable as complexity in conceptual 

space through one of the interdependent readouts of information 

flow, fractal dimension and entropy [Weber 2019; Weber 2020]. 

Further, the laws of nature that limit our epistemological 

attainment are important elements of complexity research [Weber 

2013]. The minimum resolution stipulated by Heisenberg’s 

uncertainty principle impacts the distinction of adjacent trajectories 

 
of Bernoulli and de Moivre describe a latent order emerging from a mass of 
disordered data, a regularity that becomes manifest from sufficiently large 
numbers. Bernoulli’s law of large numbers states: If an event E occurs r times 
in n independent trials, the probability of E is very nearly equal to the relative 
frequency r/n for sufficiently large n. As it is impossible to conduct an infinite 
sequence of trials, the law of large numbers is an empirical observation 
based on limited experience; it is not a law of nature. Early in the 20th century, 
the mathematician Emile Borel established the strong law of large numbers, 
which is a version of Bernoulli’s theorem: With probability 1 (with certainty) 
the sample averages of a Bernoulli p-process (a discrete-time stochastic 
process consisting of a sequence of independent random variables taking 
values over 2 symbols; p indicates the probability of one symbol appearing) 
will differ from their actual probability p by an arbitrarily small amount for any 
sufficiently large n. The sample space of all unlimited Bernoulli p-processes 
is infinite. The probability of any event E in the sample space is the length of 
the subset of the unit interval that corresponds to E. Today the law of large 
numbers is a cornerstone of ensemble descriptions in physics. 
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and the outcomes from bifurcations, Gödel’s proof limits 

axiomatization and provides reason for modeling by iteration. Chaitin 

defined a string as random when it cannot be compressed. There 

can be no formal proof whether or not a sufficiently long string is 

incompressible (“random”). The algorithmic and visual methods for 

complexity analytics stand in to substitute. 

1.2. The Roots of Complexity Research 

Non-linearity was long snubbed as an anomaly in the sciences. 

The lack of closed-form solutions3 to complex problems made their 

study practically inaccessible in the pre-computer era. Nevertheless, 

the progression of research inevitably caused complex phenomena 

to come to the forefront in philosophy, mathematics, physics, and 

chemistry. Specifically, a surge, from the late 19th century through 

the early 20th century, in the descriptions of such systems in 

mathematics and physics produced a shake-up in those fields. While 

such phenomena caused some rather unwelcome disruption, in a 

period when the axiomatization of science constituted the main 

method for trying to secure absolute knowledge, the tools to tackle 

these problems were not available, and mainstream science 

remained out of reach. It took decades before analytical means were 

increasingly developed. Then, it was imperative that associated 

structures and processes would come under keen investigation. The 

 
3 A closed-form solution is a mathematical expression depicted by using a 
finite number of standard operations; an equation is said to be a closed-form 
solution if it answers a given problem in terms of functions and mathematical 
operations from a generally accepted set. In common terms, closed-form 
solutions are reformulations that simplify the mathematics of a problem; 
frequently, they have one defined answer for each input of starting numbers. 
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development of non-linear systems dynamics, mainly in the 1960s, 

and its ensuing rapid research progress have profoundly impacted 

all areas of exploration. 

 
Figure 1A: Timelines of complexity research. The graph shows developments 

since the late 19th century. Prominently involved areas include epistemology 

(shades of yellow), physical sciences (shades of brown), mathematics (shades of 

green), and computation (shades of blue). See centerfold for this image in color. 

 

In philosophy, it was the 19th century view that the world was a 

machine, which was fully intelligible and predictable if all positions 

and momenta by all its objects could be measured. The predominant 

epistemological foundation of the time was determinism. In this 

environment, the meta-mathematical schools around David Hilbert 

and Gottlob Frege strived to render knowledge definitive through 

axiomatization. From their basis, Bertrand Russell developed 

analytic philosophy, a quasi-reductionist approach that built on logic 

and mathematics to study specific problems. The period is 

characterized by an extension of the formal concepts devised for 

generating certainty in mathematics via their applications in logic and 
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language to the empirical sciences with the goal of making 

knowledge in these areas certain as well [Weber 2013]. 

In the early part of the 20th century, principal confines to the 

obtainability of insight were identified. Contributions to defining these 

limits came from the natural sciences, mathematics/computation, 

and philosophy. Thermodynamics and particle physics began to 

expose the limitations of the 19th century mechanistic and 

deterministic world view. Yet, these were initially observations of 

specialized sciences that seemed to show practical rather than 

fundamental constraints. However, in a largely parallel development, 

attempts at final proofs in meta-mathematics, to complete the edifice 

of the preceding period and put the scientific discourse on absolutely 

certain foundations, revealed incompleteness and uncomputability4. 

Hence, the restrictions to what is knowable transcend the 

applications of physics. Absolute certainty is unachievable. 

 

Classical mathematics of the 19th century had its origins in the 

regular geometric structures of Euclid and the continuously evolving 

dynamics of Newton. The later development of fractal geometry was 

 
4 Kurt Gödel demonstrated the limitations of the axiomatic method. He 
constructed an arithmetical formula that represents the meta-mathematical 
statement “this formula is not demonstrable” and showed that it is 
demonstrable only if its negation also is demonstrable. The formula is, 
therefore, true (by meta-mathematical criteria) and undecidable within the 
confines of arithmetic, implying that the axioms of arithmetic are incomplete. 
With the aim of solving Hilbert’s Entscheidungsproblem challenge to 
automate testing the truth of mathematical statements, Alan Turing 
introduced a mechanistic approach to a procedure that could decide their 
validity. However, not every Turing computation halts when presented with 
a given input string. This recognition led to the theorem that there is also no 
axiomatic system to predict whether an arbitrary program will ever halt when 
started with a given input data string. 
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born of a crisis in mathematics that started in 1875, when DuBois 

Raimond reported on a continuous non-differentiable function. The 

study of such functions was then expanded by Bernard Bolzano, 

Bernhard Riemann, and Karl Weierstrass5 (today, we know that 

differentiable functions are readily tractable, but are uncommon). 

During this crisis period, which lasted until about 1925, 

mathematicians realized that a proper understanding of irregularity 

or fragmentation cannot be satisfied with dimensions defined as a 

number of coordinates. 

Fractal geometry had its roots in Cantor’s set theory (1877) and 

Peano’s space-filling curve (1890). These new structures were 

initially regarded as deviations but began to be better understood 

from the 1920s onward. In 1926, Lewis F. Richardson postulated that 

over a wide range of scales, turbulence is decomposable into self-

similar eddies, thus implying a practical application for fractal 

analysis [Mandelbrot 1983]. 

 

In his physics research on the 3-body problem (more generally 

the n-body problem)6, Henri Poincaré became the first person to 

 
5 The concept of self-similarity entered mathematics around the same time 
through the Weierstrass functions and through the Cantor sets. The 
motivation for both was to elucidate two of the foundations, numbers and 
functions. In philosophy, Leibnitz had previously engaged the concept of self-
similarity in his monadology (‘worlds within worlds’) and in his definition of a 
straight line. 
6 The problem states: Given objects of known masses with defined initial 
positions, considering only Newton’s law of universal gravitation and 
neglecting all other forces, describe the position of each body as a function 
of time. In solving a restricted circular 3-body problem, Poincaré discovered 
that the position of the 3rd mass (having put the other 2 in a reference frame 
that remains on a fixed axis for all time) is non-periodic, and non-asymptotic. 


